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Introduction
Brindley Data Services have been writing software for the last 14 years initially
developing our own billing system and commercial telephone server platforms.
We have a lot of experience of developing complicated software that can be
developed and supported in the real world. The art of software development is
not just in technical coding skills but in its project management. Primarily in the
development of a detailed product design specification but also in the
involvement of the client and managing their expectations along the development
pathway. There will be no surprises at the end of the project as the client is
involved in the whole process and as such it will reflect accurately their aspirations
from the outset.
Many software development companies leave ‘Grey areas’ in the product
design specification and this is an opportunity to extract more development time
and money from the project. Brindley make sure that our ‘PDS’ is exact and if the
scope changes from the client we can manage this change and price for it
accurately. When this change of scope is approved we will then roll the changes
into the main line ‘PDS’ and carry on the development.
The success of our relationship is clarity. You have no financial surprises
and we will make you a part of the development process to ensure success for
both of us.
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Technical capability
LAMP stack development
We develop web based applications on the latest Linux based platforms.
Depending on the scope of the software we will tailor make the platform fit to
ensure the optimum performance.

Languages
We will assess which coding language best suits the project depending on the
scope. Our engineers are happy to work in in PHP, C++,

Javascript, J-Query,

Html5, Google apps script, Sql and linux scripting languages.

Framework
All of our larger software developments are built on either Zend, Symphony or
Laravell which incorporate MVC (Model view controller) to optimise performance
and compatibility. To reduce development time further we can build around front
end frameworks like Bootsrap and W3CSS.

Integrations / Migrations
We work in a number of different ways , maybe you just need us to integrate your
existing system into another system or perhaps you are moving from one system
to another and you need to migrate your data. We will manage and deliver these
projects for you end to end.

Mobile applications
If you need your system extending to a mobile application either native, hybrid or
web referred application, we can develop apps for Android and IOS, producing a
detailed product design spec and storyboarding it before going onto
development.
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Technical capability …. Cont
UI / UX Design (User Interface / User Experience)
The software user interface and user experience is extremely important
especially in a competitive market. This may be the difference between clients
staying with you for the long term or going to a competitors platform that is
easier to use. Let us work with you to develop the very best experience for you
and your clients.
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Examples of software development on a framework
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